
DAVE SUSSMAN

A  fellow I casually know, Michael Chassid, a photographer, asked me what I did for a living. I

 said that I was a flunky on Wall Street. He asked me if I liked my job. I said that I hated it. Michael

 asked how would I like a job in photography? 

When my brother and I were kids we got a little darkroom outfit for Christmas and after the

 family replaced the coal furnace with gas we turned the coal bin into a darkroom. 

I told Michael that I didn't know anything about photography, I knew developer, short stop and

 fixer and that was everything I knew. Michael went on to say that there was a photographer in his

 building who had an assistant that was so stupid that he, Michael, could get some one off the street that

 could do better!

I met Dave Sussman and he hired me even knowing as little as I did. I stayed seven years. Dave

 was an excellent commercial photographer who could do anything but make a good living.  He was

 my teacher and taught me everything technical I could absorb and some artistic stuff as well. 

The job was assistant, darkroom man and gofer. Dave had bought the business, Marci Studio

 and did commercial work. Table top still life, product shots, fashion, portraits, head shots, architecture

 and even a wedding or two. But product was the mainstay. Electronics, toys, furniture and that sort of

 thing.

Since I knew so little I took a pay cut to get the job. But I was soon making the slave wages that

 equaled my wall street job as an addressograph operator. 

He was a kind and patient teacher for me, and I became a good commercial printer. He allowed

 and even encouraged photographic exploration. We did a lot of testing of films and developers. He

 allowed me to use the studio after work and on weekends. 

His business was so poor that sometimes I would have two or even three pay checks that I could

 not cash until he was paid for a job or jobs. 

He tolerated my friends coming by the studio and hanging out with me in the darkroom.



 
The above portrait was taken years later when he had given up the studio and was moving out

 of his house after his wife died. 

Dave told me he could never afford to pay me what I was worth and I could have any of the

 photographic equipment that he had in his basement studio/darkroom. It was all old, in mostly ratty

 condition and outdated. But I got some tripods and film hangers and holders and that sort of thing.

Some time later I got to see some of his personal work and I could see that he had been an

 influence on me although I didn't recognize it at the time.

We started out he was my teacher, after a couple of decades we became peers. But we were

 always friends. I still think of him some times and am grateful.


